Golf Club at South River – Hole by Hole Notes - 2020
Hole Par
Notes
RPA - gunch - in front of TG runs to RPA - gunch and lake - down most of right side. OB way left at
1
4
road.
2

4

RPA - ditch and gunch - front of tee. OB left at fence at and at white stakes after fence. RPA - gunch short of PG and well beyond drive zone on right. RPA well right of PG. OB at roadway edge beyond PG.

3

3

RPA - gunch - off TG and down left entire way.

4

5

RPA - ditch and gunch - off TG. OB right off of tee for 150 yards, marked by stakes/white lines. RPA's
right beyond drive zone - ball could be playable in the RPA. RPA fronting PG. RPA right and beyond PG.
Bad turf area left front of PG. RPA runs down entire left side of the hole and beyond to OB at white stakes.

5

4

RPA - gunch - fronting tee - runs up left side and crosses in front of PG. OB way rite of and beyond PG.

6

3

RPA - gully - fronting TG all way up to and right of PG.

7

5

RPA in front of TG - gunch - and running up entire left side, then wraps around behind the PG and to right
of PG. RPA's - narrow ditches then tree line/brush adjoining cart path the rest of the way to right. OB way
right at roadway all the way.

8

3

RPA - woods - all the way both sides and beyond PG

9

5

RPA - gunch - fronting TG - runs up entire left side and beyond PG. RPA up right side for app. 300 yards
out from TG. RPA - lake - way left at app. 200 yds out from PG - should not be in play, but . . RPA - high
grass - right of and beyond PG. GUR - left side of drive zone - series of cup sized holes cut from the
fairway - marked by short green/blue striped posts.

10

4

RPA - woods/gunch - right all the way and beyond PG. OB right side where curb borders turf. Curb is OB.

11

4

OB right entire way at fence/white stakes/white lines. RPA - woods left all the way and long left of PG.
RPA - gunch - long and right of PG.

12

4

RPA - pond - right at bend in dog leg. OB way right at fence/stakes/white lines. RPA runs up entire left
side to left of PG at fence. RPA - ditch - in front of PG. OB right of PG at stakes/white lines and beyond
PG at inside edge (golf course side) of sidewalk. OB long left at white line/stakes coming off fence to
sidewalk.

13

5

RPA -woods - entire left side to beyond PG. Boundary of RPA left and beyond PG, RPA line is between
the cart path and the wooden guard rail adjacent to the cart path. The rail is within the RPA. OB stakes/white lines - all the way right side. RPA - pond - right at end of drive zone.

14

3

OB way right at fence/stakes/white lines. RPA - pond - short and left of PG.

15

4

RPA - gunch/gully - left entire way up to, fronting, and long left of PG. RPA - woods - right of cart path up
the hill from TG to and beyond the drive zone. OB right starts at end of RPA short of PG at fence and
continues up to and beyond PG on right at fence and white lines/stakes.

16

3

OB - fence - way right of PG. RPA - gully - short, left, and long left beyond PG.

17

4

RPA all the way left side and beyond PG. RPA all the way up the right side.

18

4

OB left at double white stakes adjacent to golf course edge of first driving range fence pole continuing along
golf course edge of poles, then to white stakes adjoining maint. area running up to RPA well left of the PG.
RPA - woods/gunch/swamp - all the way up the right side. RPA - pond - front, left, and beyond PG.

Notes 150 Yard rocks are immovable obstructions
Tire ruts/damage in the General Area are GUR even if not marked. Turf fans are TIO's (get help)
Worn areas adjacent to cart paths are part of the obstruction even if not tied into it with white paint
The club has an automatic lightning siren alert system (ThorGuard)
RPA's - basically everything, except OB, bordering the golf course is an RPA
OB - out of bounds, RPA = red penalty area, TG = teeing ground, PG = putting green, GUR - you guessed it
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